Experimental demonstration of the near-quantum optimal receiver
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Abstract: We implement the cyclic quantum receiver based on the theoretical proposal of Roy Bondurant and demonstrate experimentally below the shot-noise limit (SNL) discrimination of quadrature phase-shift keying signals (PSK). We also experimentally test the receiver generalized for longer communication alphabet lengths and coherent frequency shift keying (CFSK) encoding. Using off-the-shelf components, we obtain state discrimination error rates that are 3 dB and 4.6 dB below the SNLs of ideal classical receivers for quadrature PSK and CFSK encodings, respectively. The receiver unconditionally surpasses the SNL for M=8 PSK and CFSK. This receiver can be used for the simple and robust practical implementation of quantum-enhanced optical communication.
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1. Introduction

In digital communication, information is encoded into a finite set of physical states at a transmitter, sent through a communication channel and measured (discriminated) at a receiver [1,2]. Today, optical pulses are the preferred information carriers for long-distance communication [3,4]. The global volume of data exchange has reached 200 exabytes per month and continues to rise exponentially [5]. The exponential growth in data leads to "capacity crunch" in the underlying physical systems. One of the possible methods to deter the exponential growth of physical resources for communication is to use quantum, rather than classical measurement at the receiver. By doing so, the optical energy required to transmit bits of information with the same reliability can be reduced, when compared to traditional receivers. On the other hand, implementation of quantum measurement may be difficult, hindering its practical use. Here we experimentally show the receiver that could solve this lingering issue.

Coherent states of light are excellent for optical communication because they are easy to generate, modulate, and detect even in the presence of channel losses. Digital information can be encoded in frequency, phase and/or amplitude of coherent states. Encoding methods differ in their use of these parameters. The number of coherent states that comprise the communication alphabet can also differ. The encoding method and the alphabet length are selected to optimize data transfer given the practical limitations of the communication channel. There are, however, fundamental limits on such optimization. Measurement noise at the receiver limits the data transfer even in otherwise noiseless optical channels. Classical optical receivers are typically limited by the shot noise [6,7] that gives rise to a classical minimal error probability for the discrimination. However, from a quantum standpoint, lower error probabilities can be achieved. This quantum limit is known as the Helstrom bound (HB) [8]. The Dolinar receiver [9] theoretically can reach HB for discrimination of two coherent states. Unless a quantum computer is used [10], no quantum measurement reaches the HB for longer alphabets. Yet, practical state discrimination below the SNL is still possible: quantum-measurement enhanced receivers with variety of discrimination strategies were investigated in a number of experimental and theoretical studies [9,11–26].
many prior experiments, [20,21,27–29] discrimination error rates below the classical shot noise limit (SNL) were demonstrated. To date, most of the experimental research is focused on quantum receivers with an adaptive optical state displacement of the input followed by a single-photon detector (SPD). The most accurate updating strategy to date is based on Bayesian inference using measured photon detection times [19,23,29]. However, the Bayesian likelihood depends on the input intensity, modulation scheme, and other experimental conditions and requires excessive real-time calculations at the receiver. To our knowledge, no experiment reached the below-SNL discrimination of $M > 4$ PSK alphabets, regardless of the multiple efforts to improve state discrimination for quadrature ($M = 4$) phase-shift keying (QPSK) [17,19–21,25,26,30]. Surprisingly, a much simpler strategy exists. In 1993 Roy S. Bondurant theoretically described a "near-quantum optimal receiver" with a sequential probing strategy for QPSK [12]. Specifically, he found analytically the expression for state discrimination error probability, that is going below the SNL and has the same asymptotic behavior as the QPSK HB in the limit of large input signal energies. With a slight modification to Bondurant scheme, where the sequential probing strategy is looped into a cycle the generalized receiver can be made versatile. Because of its simplicity, the probing strategy works for any experimental conditions, any encoding type, and any alphabet length, in contrast to previous strategies. However, until now, the Bondurant receiver that unconditionally outperforms the SNL has not been experimentally realized.

Here we experimentally implement this versatile, scalable receiver. We demonstrate below the absolute SNL discrimination error rates for a long PSK alphabet ($M = 8$) for the first time (Note: here and further in the manuscript we refer to the homodyne-SNL of an ideal classical receiver with unit efficiency if not specified otherwise). We experimentally show that the cyclic receiver can discriminate optical states below the SNL error rate for a range of different modulation protocols, namely CFSK [23] and PSK. We demonstrate that the error rate of the communication link at a given input energy can be improved by optimizing the modulation protocol, and not the receiver. This simple receiver strategy could be particularly advantageous for energy-efficient practical telecommunication links.

2. Generalized Bondurant receiver

Consider an alphabet of $M$ coherent states, $|\alpha_i\rangle$, where $i \in 1 \cdots M$. An adaptive measurement in a Bondurant receiver is comprised of a quantum displacement operation on an unbalanced beam splitter followed by SPD, shaded rectangle in Fig. 1. The Bondurant receiver uses photon detection times for the feedback by switching the probing hypothesis sequentially immediately after each photon detection ($\alpha_1 \rightarrow \alpha_2 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow \alpha_M$). The probability of an SPD to produce a click is high when the probing state is different from the input state. Ideally, when the hypothesis matches the correct input state, quantum displacement fully extinguishes the input, so that no photons can be detected. In the original theoretical proposal [12] two types of QPSK receivers are analyzed. The type 1 receiver returns the hypothesis at the end of each input pulse as the discrimination result. Therefore, with an ideal state displacement and in the absence of dark counts at the detector, the detection of $M - 1$ photons is required to cycle between all the hypotheses and discriminate the input state with certainty. For QPSK $M - 1 = 3$ photons required. Clearly, most errors occur at low input energies, i.e. when the detection of 3 photons cannot be guaranteed. The type 2 QPSK receiver also probes hypotheses sequentially, but in addition, it uses photon interarrival times to improve accuracy when only 2 photons were detected.

In a practical setting, neither the perfect displacement of the input state to vacuum nor the dark-count-free single-photon detection are possible. Therefore, the detector in Fig. 1 can fire even if the hypothesis is correct. A simple modification of the Bondurant’s sequential hypothesis switching with a cyclic switching, i.e. $\alpha_1 \rightarrow \alpha_2 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow \alpha_M \rightarrow \alpha_1 \rightarrow \cdots$, ensures that the receiver will not be thrown off by an occasional background or dark photodetection. This simple
modification generalizes the type 1 Bondurant receiver for the use with any alphabet length and any encoding. We implement this receiver experimentally.

The experimental setup of the receiver is shown in Fig. 1. The continuous-wave laser at 633 nm is attenuated and sent via fiber to a 99:1 fiber beam splitter (FBS) to generate the local oscillator (LO) and the signal pulse, respectively. Both the states are prepared with acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) in double-pass configuration [31]. After the state preparation, both the LO and the signal pulse are coupled back into fiber and sent onto a quantum receiver. The adaptive receiver is built with a 99:1 fiber beam splitter for state displacement and a commercial SPD [32].

The field-programmable gate array (FPGA) generates the radio-frequency (RF) inputs for AOMs, and uses electric pulses produced by the SPD to execute the cyclic state discrimination strategy in real-time. We point out that due to simplicity of this receiver, a fast, power-efficient counter register can be used. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer formed by the pair of 99:1 FBSs in Fig. 1 is stabilized using back-propagating 795 nm light and a mirror with piezoelectric actuator controlled by stand-alone locking electronics. The lock is set at the minimum of the 633 nm fringe so that the LO displaces the input signal to vacuum if both states are identical. The 795 nm laser is frequency stabilized to a rubidium atomic line. The signal and the LO preparation stages generate identical coherent states during the lock cycle of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The stabilization laser is switched off while the FPGA executes the discrimination algorithm. The duty factor of signal pulses is 50%.

To find the system efficiency of our receiver we measured optical transmission loss in the optical components to be 11.4(5)% and detection efficiency of the SPD of 84.0(3)%. Thus the system efficiency is 74.5(6)%. The symbol duration is $T = 32.7 \, \mu s$ results in the bit rate of 30580 bits/s and 45871 bits/s for alphabet lengths $M = 4$ and 8 respectively. The measured visibility of the interferometer is 99.7%. Note that, even though the theoretical discrimination error rate was estimated for a balanced displacement, we have used the optimal displacement, c.f. [19,24].
3. Experimental results

3.1. Phase shift keying

We tested the Bondurant receiver for $M = 4$ and $8$ PSK encodings. PSK encodes information in $M$ coherent states that differ by phase: $\alpha_i(\omega, \theta) = \alpha(\omega, (i - 1)\frac{2\pi}{M})$, $i \in 1..M$. The PSK constellation diagram is shown in Fig. 2(a,b). We experimentally measure the state discrimination error rate for the input states with different energies, Fig. 2(c,d). To best compare energies of input coherent states for the alphabets with different lengths, we present the input optical energy as the average number of photons per bit. We compare our experimental results with the Bondurant’s theoretical prediction scaled for our system detection efficiency. The measured error rate is lower than the theoretical prediction for input energies corresponding to up to 1 photon per bit because LO with the optimized average number of photons is used for discrimination of signals with a very low average number of signal photons. However, the error rate saturates for higher input energies due to imperfect interferometric visibility and finite switching time of the AOM. Note that the receiver exhibits lower than classically achievable SNL in the range of 1 to 3.5 photons per bit. The best nonclassical performance of this receiver occurs at 2.3 photons per bit, where our error rate is nearly 3 dB lower than the SNL, (inset of Fig. 2(c)). We tested our implementation of the receiver for a longer alphabet $M = 8$ and compared our experimental results with the SNL, see Fig. 2(d). We observe that the measured error rate is below the SNL by 0.2 dB at $\approx 3.5$ photons per bit. To quantify the degree of quantum measurement advantage of the Bondurant receiver over a classical measurement, we also compare the measured error rates with the SNL adjusted to the system efficiency of our receiver, dashed line in Fig. 2. We observe that our receiver significantly outperforms a classical receiver with the same system efficiency: the error rate is nearly 6 dB lower for $M = 4$ and 3 dB lower for $M = 8$.

3.2. Coherent frequency shift keying

Since the cyclic strategy works with any encoding, we tested the Bondurant receiver for a different encoding scheme. The CFSK uses $M$ phase-synchronized coherent states that differ in phases and frequencies such that detunings and initial phases between the adjacent states are equal, $\alpha_i(\omega, \theta) = \alpha_0 + (i - 1)\Delta\omega, (i - 1)\Delta\theta$, $i \in 1..M$ [23]. The CFSK constellation diagram is shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). The unique feature of CFSK is that it can be optimized for minimal input energy requirements based on the properties of the measurement method, here a displacement based on a cyclic strategy. Figure 3(c) and (d) show the optimization map of CFSK parameters given the input signal energy of one photon per bit for $M = 4$ and $M = 8$, respectively. Surprisingly, these maps are different from the optimization maps for Bayesian receivers, c.f. [23]. We have used the value of $\Delta\omega T = \pi/2$, where $\Delta\omega$ is $2\pi \times 7629$Hz, and $\Delta\theta = 0.36\pi$ and $0.15\pi$ for $M = 4$ and $M = 8$ alphabets respectively, green dots in the map shows the values used in the experiment.

Figure 4 shows the experimentally measured error probability for input states with different energies. In comparing experimental results with the SNL (red solid line in Fig. 4), we demonstrate that our implementation of the cyclic receiver has a lower discrimination error than allowed by the SNL in the range of 0.5 to 3 photons per bit for $M = 4$ CFSK and in the range of 1.3 to 2.3 photons per bit for $M = 8$ CFSK. Measured maximal advantage of the receiver in comparison to the SNL is 4.6 dB for $M = 4$ and 0.4 dB for $M = 8$. The observed advantage of the quantum measurement (comparing the measured error rate to the classical SNL with the equal system efficiency) is nearly 8 dB for the $M = 4$ alphabet and 3.5 dB for the $M = 8$ alphabet. The observed advantage of this receiver over classical measurement is greater for CFSK than it is for PSK, owing to the additional optimization flexibility of the CFSK.

We point out that due to the inherent simplicity of the generalized Bondurant receiver, the discriminating module of the receiver (a cyclic counter register) remains the same regardless of
Fig. 2. Constellation diagram of a PSK alphabet with (a) $M = 4$ and (b) $M = 8$. Discrimination error probability for (c) $M = 4$ and (d) $M = 8$ PSK alphabets. To aid comparison between different alphabet lengths, the energy of the input state is represented as photons per bit. Black solid line - HB; green solid line - theoretical performance of the type-1 Bondurant receiver scaled to our system efficiency; blue solid line - unconditional SNL; blue dashed line - SNL scaled to our system efficiency. Inset: the ratio of the observed error probability to the unconditional SNL vs. input state energy.
Fig. 3. Constellation diagram of an $M$-ary CFSK for (a) $M = 4$, (b) $M = 8$. CFSK states revolve around the origin at different rates represented by the length of arrows in the rotating frame of the first state. Optimizing the discrimination error probability using CFSK parameters $\Delta \omega T$ and $\Delta \theta$ for (c) $M = 4$ (d) $M = 8$ at the input energy of one photon per bit, see text. The green dot shows the values used in the experiment.

the encoding type. In addition, the energy use of auxiliary computation resources at the receiver required to update a hypothesis is minimal. The experimentally observed sizeable advantage of the cyclic modification of the Bondurant receiver over an ideal classical receiver is obtained in the presence of multiple experimental deficiencies. These deficiencies include non-ideal displacement (i.e. interferometric visibility below unity), dark counts of the detector, inactive time of the detector [33,34], and the delay due to finite speed of sound in AOMs and settling of the DAC. The later delay becomes significant at higher input energies, causing the saturation of discrimination error probability.
4. Conclusion

We have experimentally demonstrated a scalable, versatile cyclic receiver based on the original proposal of Roy S. Bondurant. We experimentally demonstrated the discrimination error rates below the classical limit (SNL) for $M = 4$ and 8 alphabets, and two different modulation methods: PSK and CFSK. Because we used the optimized displacement, the experimentally measured discrimination error rate outperforms the theoretical prediction for type 1 Bondurant’s receiver for QPSK at low input energies. In comparing our QPSK results to previous receivers, we show similar advantage over the SNL for the input energies below 2 photons per bit. The discrimination error rate saturation with energy is limited in our implementation by the speed of sound in AOMs. We show that the energy efficiency of the receiver can be further improved with the use of CFSK. The optimal error rate improvement for cyclic receivers requires a different set of CFSK modulation parameters than the optimal parameter set that achieves the lowest error rate with Bayesian displacement receivers, a non-trivial and unexpected result. This surprisingly simple receiver opens practical opportunities to use quantum optical measurement in different settings, and particularly to enhance channel capacity of classical telecommunications with light.
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